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Dear SCCS Families,

As we close out a year of remarkable growth, regrowth and recovery, I find
myself focusing on gratitude. For me, the themes that have stood out this year
have been reconnection, rebuilding and safety. 
  
We celebrate our reconnection, rebuilding and safety not because they are
finished, but because we know how far we have come. Coming back into the
classroom, and being able to rely on expanded in-class supports and
enrichment opportunities has driven accelerated academic, social and
emotional development for students. 

We have built momentum in our progress, one which promises to carry us past "normal" into greater
excellence. In the following interactive pages of this letter, you will be able to learn more about our
achievements in these areas this year. Explore, click & engage with your schools!

As we celebrate this school year, I cannot ignore the fact that we also mourn for the community of Uvalde.
Because most of our "safety" communications have been concerned with COVID in recent years, I am
including a more detailed picture of our ongoing school safety work. I would also ask you to please
join me in calling on our elected leaders to take action to protect our precious children. This epidemic of
violence is not inevitable. 

In closing, I want to thank you for your partnership and for the trust you place in us to teach, nurture,
protect and support your children. That trust is something our entire SCCS team strives to earn every day.
We want to thank you for your participation—for sharing your joys, for your input, and for communicating
your needs so that we know you and your student(s) better.

I wish you and your family a healthy, happy summer.  

Yours, in hope,

Kris Munro
Superintendent
Santa Cruz City Schools

May 26, 2022

Explore &
Learn More



Reconnection: See for yourself!
We have made the most of coming back together. Our  students have made measurably remarkable progress
—breaking records in accelerated learning. This is exciting not only in what we've recovered, but in seeing where this
momentum will take us going forward. It's been a joy watching our students come back together. We wanted to
share a bit of what life back at school looked like this year & the restorative power of community. Click & see! 

Careers
built in school

Click for 
Video:

This year, we helped students
return to paths of career & college.

This year, we built space for students
to help each other, accelerating
social/emotional recovery.

This year, we guided reflection &
expression to unpack time apart.

Students
Help Students

Click for 
Video:

writing
reconnects us

Click for 
Video:

Rebuilding: Tell us what's next!
We have been able, since 2020, to accelerate our modernization, rebuilding & repair work. In 2016, when Santa
Cruz passed its first bond in almost 20 years (after recession made us go so long without repair) we knew we wouldn't
be able to do all the necessary vital infrastructure work (roofs, water and technology infrastructure, classroom
modernizations) with one bond.

But that didn't stop us getting to work: from classroom modernization to repairing failing infrastructure, we've been
revitalizing our schools. Click here to review our wonderful progress!

From the start of lockdown, we have been able to complete a lot of projects and set our sights on the future.
Since 2020, we repaired             the power,         the water,       the data network,        the sewage &          the HVAC.

But we know we aren't done. We still have roofs that need replacing & we still need to modernize half
of our classrooms. As we look ahead to our next phase & next bond, we need to know what you need. Tell us >

& more & more & more & more & more
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http://sccs.net/bonds
https://forms.gle/VTMHurkLytWzdS1LA
https://forms.gle/TMHoZ5tuY7Uw2oh59


Safety: Support & Protection

Police Partnership. From
partnering with school resource
officers to collaborating on
emergency response plans, we
work closely with both the SCPD
& Sheriff's Office.

Physical safety measures. Thanks to Bonds
A&B, we have installed district-wide security
fencing, redesigned entries on several
campuses and soon will have smart locking
systems that allow staff to remotely lock
doors or even entire schools automatically.

Mental Health. Most importantly, with the support of Parcel Tax Measures T&U and federal COVID funds, we are also
investing more dedicated resources into the mental, social and emotional health of our students and community.

The Secret Service, the law enforcement body that analyzes school shootings, has determined that the best protection
from school violence is prevention through school connectedness & relationships with students & families.

While we “harden” our campuses, it is the quality & scope of our connections to students, and their connections with the
school community, that allow us to identify and address issues long before they present a danger. Teachers & staff are
monitoring student behavior and offering counseling when needed. We work to sustain school cultures where students
feel connected, and know that there are adults who will listen to them and support them.

We conduct social and emotional health screenings for all students in grades 3-12. We reach out to the students showing
signs of risk or who are in need of mental health support. Our staff trains with law enforcement in threat assessment,
and takes all threats and concerns seriously—whether it is a casual comment, words in a homework assignment, graffiti
in a notebook or a social media post. Student physical and emotional safety is always our top priority.

We work hard to create schools that address needs before they become problems—to make sure
students are safe & supported.

Training. We run drills
at all schools & train
with law enforcement
partners to proactively
prepare & address
safety issues.

Thanks again, to all, for an amazing year. We began this year with a
promise of a "Restorative Restart." Together, we have reinvested in
our community and rebounded from challenge to accelerated progress.

RESTorative
Start21 22-

Looking forward, we're eager to see where our momentum carries us as we build on success together.

School safety comprises many vectors, including:

We continue to provide COVID health and safety support. This summer, our Inspire drive through testing sites will
remain open, and look for information on boosters and vaccines attached to this email message. Next school year,
Inspire will continue to support us in providing required exposure testing and optional screening testing for families.

With our “safety” conversations recently so focused on COVID health protocols, we have not been communicating an
updated picture of our other campus safety protocols. We are grateful for our community, whose support of Bonds A
& B allowed us to improve physical security & deploy technology to keep classrooms safe. Likewise, community
support for Parcel Taxes T & U helped give every single student counseling & mental health access. In return, we
want to make sure we're giving you an understanding of our continuing safety work.
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